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Abstract 

Introduction: 

Intra-arterial mechanical thrombectomy (IAMT) is an endovascular technique that allows for the acute 

retrieval of intravascular thrombi and is increasingly being used for the treatment of acute ischaemic 

stroke (AIS). There are currently two anaesthetic options during IAMT: General anaesthesia (GA) and 

conscious sedation (CS). The decision to use GA versus CS is the source of controversy, as it requires 

careful balance between patient pain, movement, and airway protection whilst minimizing time delay 

and haemodynamic fluctuations. This review examines and summarises the evidence for the use of GA 

versus CS in the treatment of AIS by IAMT. 

 

Methods: 

Studies were identified using systematic bibliographic searches. The 5 applicable studies were analysed 

with reference to overall outcomes and the key parameters that govern the decision to use GA or CS. 

The key parameters included the impact of GA and CS on pain, complication rates, time delays, airway 

protection and haemodynamic stability.  

 

Results: 

Several retrospective analyses have shown that the use of GA is associated with adverse outcomes.  

 

Conclusion: 

Intra-arterial mechanical thrombectomy under general anaesthesia is associated with poor outcomes in 

observational studies. It is reasonable to offer conscious sedation as the preferred option where adverse 

patient factors such as agitation are lacking. 
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1. Introduction 

The management of acute ischaemic stroke (AIS) has evolved rapidly over the last decade with the use 

of intravenous tissue plasminogen activator (IV TPA) shown to improve both morbidity and mortality 

in patients eligible to receive this treatment [1-4].  There are however a significant proportion of 

patients in whom IV TPA is contraindicated and up to 50-70% of patients fail treatment with IV TPA 

due to recanalisation failure [1, 5-8]. Occlusion of proximal arteries such as the proximal internal 

carotid or middle cerebral arteries has been associated with decreased rates of recanalisation post IV 

thrombolysis [1, 5, 8-9].
 

Intra-arterial mechanical thrombectomy (IAMT) was developed to improve the rate of recanalisation 

by means of endovascular retrieval of larger thrombi. IAMT also provides an alternative 

revascularisation strategy when IV TPA is contraindicated [10-13]. Intra-arterial therapy and 

mechanical thrombectomy have been shown to increase recanalisation rates in AIS when used after IV 

TPA and when IV TPA is contraindicated [5, 9-15]. IAMT involves the manipulation of devices in the 

intracranial vasculature and the use of angiographic techniques such as road-mapping to extract 

occlusive clots in the parent artery [13, 16-18]. A cooperative and stationary patient is optimal in the 

prevention of intra-procedural and device related complications such as dissection, perforation and 

distal embolisation [16].
 
This is more likely to be achieved with the use of general anaesthesia (GA) 

rather than conscious sedation (CS), particularly as pain is more commonly experienced with the newer 

mechanical devices compared to IA thrombolysis alone. 

There is controversy regarding the decision to use GA or CS during the endovascular treatment of AIS. 

The key issues that encourage debate relate to the relative time delay to re-canalisation, peri-procedural 

haemodynamic alterations and patient safety. This review will present the current literature for and 

against the use of GA versus CS as anaesthetic modalities in the endovascular treatment of AIS.  

2. Methodology 
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Studies on conscious sedation versus general anaesthesia in the endovascular management of stroke 

were identified using systematic searches of two bibliographic databases: PubMed and MEDLINE. 

Studies that were published between 1980 to current were deemed eligible for inclusion. Trials that 

provided background information on the evolution of acute stroke therapy were identified using the 

PubMed and MEDLINE bibliographic databases and from seminal studies that have previously been 

published.  

There were 5 studies that directly addressed the issue of GA versus CS in the endovascular treatment of 

AIS. These comprised 4 retrospective cohort studies/analyses and 1 observational study [19-23].  

The review author assessed for relevance, the titles and where available, abstracts of all the trials 

retrieved by the aforementioned search strategy. All relevant articles were attempted to be retrieved in 

full and the review author extracted data from the relevant studies.  

The study investigated GA and CS and its association with overall outcome in patients with AIS treated 

with IAMT. The use of CS and GA and their respective impact on patient pain, movement, airway 

protection and haemodynamic parameters was also analysed. These outcomes were represented in the 

key studies as odd ratios or hazard ratios reflecting their association with positive or adverse outcomes. 

In situations where statistical measures were not available or feasible, direct values and data were 

utilized.   

3. General overview 

3.1 The steps involved in initiating mechanical thrombectomy 

The time process of organizing and undertaking IAMT in the treatment of AIS can be broadly divided 

into two parts occurring before and during sedation. 

First part: Before sedation  

Prior to commencement of the procedure, the patient must first be admitted to the emergency 

department and undergo immediate imaging (usually non contrast CT and CT Angiography or MRI if 

available) [17]. The patient must then be assessed and be deemed suitable for acute intervention with 

IV TPA. If the patient fails IV TPA or IV TPA is contraindicated then the merits of IAMT need to be 

considered [17]. Once the decision has been made to proceed to IAMT, the endovascular suite needs to 

be made available and the neuro-interventional team (neuro-interventionalist, technicians, anaesthetics) 

needs to be contacted.   

Second part: During sedation 

The procedure begins with the patient being placed under CS or GA, the choice of which depends on 

patient characteristics and the preferences of the neuro-interventionalist and anaesthetic staff involved 

[18-19]. Whilst specific protocols vary from institution to institution, thrombectomy is an invasive 

endovascular technique and includes the following steps: 

The common femoral artery (CFA) is punctured and via the Seldinger technique, a 5 French (F) 

femoral sheath is introduced into the CFA. Cerebral digital subtraction angiography is then performed 

to confirm the site of occlusion. The existing 5F femoral sheath is then exchanged for a 6F or 8 F 

femoral sheath.  The diagnostic catheter is exchanged for a guide catheter (6 F or 8 F) and this is placed 

in the parent artery e.g. distal internal carotid artery, distal vertebral artery. Under roadmap guidance, a 

microcatheter is placed in the artery distal to the thrombus and the mechanical thrombectomy device 

e.g. Solitaire FR Stentriever (ev3, Irvine, California), Merci Retrieval System (Concentric Medical) is 

deployed distal to the thrombus and retrieved. The mechanical thrombectomy device and microcatheter 

are then removed through the guide catheter and suction is applied during withdrawal. This process is 

repeated to ensure revascularisation (defined as TIMI grade > 2) and to assess for complications 

including distal embolisation and blood vessel injury [24]. Adjunctive intra-arterial thrombolytics can 

also be used in situations where vessel tortuosity limits the withdrawal of a fully deployed stent [15-

16]. 

 

3.2 Key factors affecting the choice of general anaesthesia and conscious sedation in the use of intra-

arterial mechanical thrombectomy 
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The decision to use GA or CS as the anaesthetic modality of choice in the treatment of AIS by IAMT 

requires careful consideration of the following factors: pain, patient movement and complications, 

respective time delays, airway management and the alteration of hemodynamic parameters and its 

effect on the acute stroke patient.  

3.2.1 Pain 

The insertion of the endoluminal devices into the intracranial vasculature and the process of clot 

extraction causes patient discomfort in a significant number of cases [25].  

General anaesthesia: 

GA is induced and maintained by the action of anxiolytic, analgesic and neuromuscular blocking 

agents thereby preventing the sensation, memory and response to painful stimuli [26]. A potential 

advantage of GA in the endovascular treatment of AIS would be the prevention of intra-procedural 

pain thereby also reducing the risk of patient agitation and restlessness.  

Conscious sedation: 

The use of CS or local anaesthetic does not prevent the perception of pain particularly during 

angioplasty and dilatation of intravascular balloons in the intracranial vasculature [25]. However the 

use of local anaesthetic or mild CS has been used to monitor patient pain in awake patients undergoing 

intracranial stenting or angioplasty for symptomatic intracranial stenosis. The complaint of pain by the 

patient is then used to adjust aspects of the endovascular procedure e.g. decrease the degree of balloon 

dilatation, reposition wires to alleviate the headache and prevent vessel injury and to predict the 

presence of a complicating subarachnoid haemorrhage [25].
 
The use of CS and analgesia was examined 

in a 2006 study by Abou-Chebl and colleagues. They conducted a prospective non-randomised trial 

that examined the safety of local anaesthetic/CS during intra-cranial stenting and angioplasty in awake 

patients. This study aimed to show that the monitoring of pain during endovascular device 

manipulation could alter management alerting the physician to pending vessel damage or the 

possibility of a complicating subarachnoid haemorrhage [25].
 
Out of 44 awake patients, 27 (61.4%) 

patients developed severe headache during this procedure. This was most commonly due to balloon 

inflation with balloon deflation resulting in resolution of the headache in 19 of those patients. 17 

patients (38.6%) also developed severe headache due to wire manipulation in the intracranial 

vasculature. Again the headache resolved with wire withdrawal or repositioning [25]. This study was 

undertaken in awake patients, demonstrating that pain is a common intra-procedural complication. It 

must be noted however that patients in this trial were well educated as to the possible occurrence of 

pain and pain itself was used to guide on-table treatment by deflating balloons or repositioning 

catheters to prevent vessel damage which otherwise would not have been noted until potential rupture 

[25]. A more recent trial by the same group was a multi-centre retrospective trial directly comparing 

GA with CS in patients with AIS undergoing endovascular therapy. Documentation of intra-procedural 

pain and its effect on the procedure was beyond the scope of this research article [19]. Most recently, 

Brekenfeld and Mattle provide anecdotal evidence of pain being caused during microcatheter 

advancement across the thrombus or during advancement of large aspiration catheters into the MCA 

resulting in patient head movement [20].  

Whilst this initial study on awake intra-cranial endovascular stenosis by Abou-Chebl suggests some 

benefit to using pain (headache) as a tool to alter management, it is acknowledged that the correlation 

between headache severity and vessel perforation is not well documented [25].
 
With regards to IAMT 

in the treatment of acute stroke, it is very difficult to extrapolate the findings in this trial to support the 

use of CS to use headache as a harbinger of potential adverse outcomes. The majority of patients in this 

trial were elective acutely asymptomatic awake patients undergoing intra-cranial angioplasty or 

stenting who were well educated about the procedure and the complications (pain) involved. This is in 

direct contrast to the acute stroke patient who has significant acute neurological deficits, underlying 

cerebral irritation and is commonly dysphasic. These features would make it very difficult for the acute 

stroke patient to respond appropriately to intra-procedural questioning. Furthermore, if this line of 

direct communication between patient and physician is neither feasible nor accurate then the use of the 

local anaesthesia or CS as a method of monitoring pain to alter interventional technique at the expense 

of exposing the patient to pain and its potentially hazardous sequelae may not be justified.  
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Given the pain that is caused by the advancement and manipulation of endovascular devices during 

IAMT, the lack of analgesia afforded by CS could result in adverse patient experiences and 

furthermore lead to agitation and restlessness that could result in negative outcomes for the acute stroke 

patient undergoing IAMT.  

The use of GA is favoured over CS in the use of IAMT in AIS from a pain perspective. 

3.2.2 Patient movement and its potential complications 

Mechanical thrombectomy relies on the use of radiography superimposed on fluoroscopy to provide a 

roadmap for the real-time movement of intra-arterial instruments [16]. The movement of the patient 

can disrupt this roadmap thus increasing the risk of complications such as dissection, perforation and 

subsequent haemorrhage and can reduce angiographic accuracy causing an increase in procedural time 

[16].
 
 

General anaesthesia: 

The use of GA eliminates patient movement thereby providing the basis for accurate angiographic 

road-mapping which would allow for greater procedural accuracy, reduced time delay when compared 

to the moving patient and a potentially reduced risk of intra-procedural complications [20].  

Conscious sedation: 

The trial by Abou-Chebl et al on intra-cranial stenting in the awake patient included 3 patients who 

required conversion to GA with the reasons being severe deafness, severe anxiety and restlessness and 

patient movement in the setting of acute stroke [25].
 
The trial by Abou-Chebl in 2010 on GA versus CS 

did not examine patient movement and its impact on the procedure and adverse outcomes. The rate of 

conversion to GA from CS due to patient agitation or movement was also not examined in this study 

but the study cites the similar incidences of intra-cranial haemorrhage as evidence that patient 

movement is unlikely to have a negative impact [25]. Jumaa and colleagues published a study in 2010, 

which looked at 126 patients with M1 occlusion who underwent intra-arterial therapy and MT. The 

study design was a retrospective cohort study that compared outcomes in patients in the intubated state 

(IS) with those in the non-intubated state (NIS). In this study, 2 of the 73 initially non-intubated 

patients had to be converted to GA due to severe agitation and emesis/altered conscious state 

respectively [21].
 
The study did not examine whether there was a link between patient movement and 

the occurrence of the intra-procedural complications listed above [21].
 
The 2006 study on intracranial 

stenting in the awake patient does look for the presence of a link but the cohort of patients were stable 

awake patients with intra-cranial stenosis rather than patients with AIS undergoing IAMT. A point to 

note in this trial was that the 1 patient with acute stroke required conversion to GA due to agitation 

[25].
 
 

Whilst there is a paucity of literature directly examining the correlation between patient movement and 

its complications, the potential effect of movement on angiographic precision and the potential time 

delay and risk associated with intra-procedural conversion to GA raise concerns about the safety of CS 

during IAMT.  

3.2.3 Complications and overall outcomes 

There are a number of complications that can occur during IAMT. The most feared procedural 

complication is symptomatic intra-cerebral haemorrhage. The important device related procedural 

complications include vessel perforation, intramural arterial dissection, distal embolisation and issues 

with the groin access site [14-15]. The Multi-Merci trial looked at the safety issue of IAMT in their 

cohort of 111 patients and they documented a low device related complication rate with the rates of 

dissection, perforation, embolisation and groin complications being 3%, 3%, 1% and 0% respectively 

[27]. The symptomatic haemorrhage rate was 10% and this included 1 patient who had a device related 

perforation that went to develop a symptomatic haemorrhage [14]. The mode of anaesthesia was not 

recorded in the multi-MERCI study [27].  

 

General anaesthesia: 

The study by Abou-Chebl on CS versus GA in the treatment of AIS with IAMT only looked at 

symptomatic hemorrhages as a complication of patient undergoing IAMT.  Out of 1079 patients, the 
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rates of symptomatic haemorrhage for patients undergoing GA was 9.3% [19]. The incidence of device 

related complications was not examined as part of this study. In the study by Jumaa and colleagues on 

the use IAMT in the IS versus the NIS, the intra-procedural complication rate for patients undergoing 

GA was 15% (8/53 patients). Of the 8 patients suffering intra-procedural complications, 5 patients 

suffered cervical carotid dissections and 3 developed vascular perforations caused by microwire or 

microcatheter perforation [21].
 
 

Conscious sedation: 

The above two trials also recorded the complication rate for patients undergoing CS or who were in the 

NIS. The procedural complication rate (symptomatic haemorrhage) for patients undergoing CS was 

9.1% [19]. In the study by Jumaa and colleagues, the device related intra-procedural complication rate 

for patients in the NIS was 6% (5/73 patients). Of these 5 patients, 3 suffered cervical carotid 

dissections and 1 developed a microwire/microcatheter induced perforation [21].
 
This study did not 

examine the frequency of symptomatic haemorrhage.   

In comparing the procedural and device related complication rate for patients, the incidence of 

symptomatic haemorrhage was similar for patients undergoing GA or CS [19]. The device related 

intra-procedural complications was looked at in more detail by Jumaa and colleagues and interestingly 

the frequency of these complications was higher amongst patients in the IS. However, this difference 

was not statistically significant and in terms of pure numbers they difference was extremely small [21].
 
 

Jumaa acknowledges that the increase in complication rate for patients in the IS was likely due to 

chance [21].
 
It is difficult to draw conclusions based on these results as the direct comparison of GA 

versus CS failed to examine the rate of device related complications and used the similar rates of 

symptomatic haemorrhage to infer that CS was at least as safe as GA. These results must also be 

interpreted in the setting of the Multi MERCI trial where the device related complication rate was 

extremely small [27].  

Four studies have suggested that the use of GA or being in the IS was independently associated with 

poorer outcomes during the use of intra-arterial therapy or IAMT and that the use of CS is at least as 

safe as GA [19, 21, 22-23]. The first of these was a study by Nichols on the impact of sedation 

practices on the outcomes of patients enrolled in the IMS II trial. This study noted that the use of heavy 

sedation (encompassing sedative medications altering conscious state or pharmacological paralysis) 

was independently associated with increased mortality. Whilst most of this effect was thought to be due 

to increased stroke severity in those who underwent heavy sedation, the association was still significant 

after correction for baseline stroke severity (NIHSS scores). This study did not delineate CS and GA 

and rather the definition of heavy sedation included both a spectrum of CS and GA. Whilst not 

delivering clear answers regarding the most suitable anaesthetic modality for IAMT, this study 

generated interest in determining the effect of sedation on outcomes following IAMT [23]. The study 

by Abou-Chebl comparing GA with CS in IAMT showed that GA was an independent predictor of 

poor outcome (OR 2.46) after correction for baseline stroke severity (NIHSS scores) and other 

variables [19]. This group hypothesized that this finding was due to a haemodynamic alterations at GA 

induction, CS allowing assessment of clinical improvement rather than relying on angiographic 

recanalisation and that movement was unlikely to be factor citing the similar rates of symptomatic 

haemorrhages in both groups. The study does acknowledge that none of these hypotheses were 

analysed and that the retrospective design and inability to control for variables were major study 

limitations [19]. Jumaa and colleagues found that being in the NIS was associated with reduced 

mortality. Whilst this association was confounded by baseline stroke severity, the association remained 

significant after correction for this variable [21]. Like Abou-Chebl, Jumaa and colleagues hypothesized 

that these findings could be explained by GA associated haemodynamic alterations and time delays 

[21]. Davis, Menon and colleagues completed the most recent of these studies when they 

retrospectively analysed anaesthetic modalities and their associated outcomes in patients undergoing 

IAMT. They found that patients undergoing GA had a worse clinical outcome at 3 months and 

hypothesized that lower peri-procedural blood pressure was a significant contributing factor [22].   

The overall complication rate for IAMT is low but further study is needed before one anaesthetic 

modality can be recommended over the other. The impact of specific agents used in conscious sedation 

is unknown. GA has been shown to be an independent predictor of mortality and the reasons for this 

need elucidation.  

 

3.2.4 Time points in initiation of IAMT 
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Time to recanalisation has been repeatedly shown to be a critical factor in determining outcome 

following revascularisation therapy [1-3, 5, 28].
 
 

From the time a patient arrives in the emergency department, there are a number of clearly defined time 

delays that impact on patient flow. These include the appropriate triaging of potential stroke patients, 

rapid assessment of clinical status and neurological deficit by emergency department staff and 

expedient cerebral imaging [17]. One of the concerns with IAMT is the time delay associated with 

organising endovascular intervention [18]. The significant time points in organising IAMT include the 

ability to rapidly organize staff and access to the endovascular suite. The administration of GA or CS 

represents another significant time delay. 

General anaesthesia: 

The perceived time delay involved in the induction of GA is of concern to neuro-interventional doctors 

[18]. This time delay is felt to be impacted upon by the availability of anaesthetic staff [18]. Brekenfeld 

and colleagues outlined their experience of patients undergoing IAMT for AIS and documented the 

median time from cerebral imaging to first angiographic run to be 65 minutes (interquartile range 55-

85 minutes) [20]. In the study by Abou-Chebl on GA versus CS in IAMT, the average time from 

symptom onset to treatment or recanalisation was 306 + 133 minutes [19]. In the study by Jumaa 

looking at IS versus NIS receiving IAMT, the average baseline time from symptom onset to IAMT 

(time points not specifically defined) was 418 minutes [21].
 
 

Conscious sedation: 

CS is thought to minimize initial delays in commencing IAMT as it can be administered by nursing 

staff [18, 25]. This perceived reduction in time delay must be balanced with the time delay that occurs 

if the patient requires conversion to GA [21, 25]. In the trial by Abou-Chebl on CS versus GA, the time 

from symptom onset to treatment by IAMT in patients having CS was 296+172 minutes [19]. Jumaa 

and colleagues found the time from symptoms onset to IAMT to be 654 minutes for patients in the NIS 

[21]. Brekenfeld and colleagues noted the median time from cerebral imaging to the first angiographic 

run to be 50 minutes (interquartile range 45-55 minutes) [20]. 

In the study conducted by McDonagh and colleagues on the practices of 46 neuro-interventionalists, 

the main reason for not using GA on all patients undergoing IAMT for AIS was the perceived time 

delay [18].
 
This was not however borne out in the results of the 2 studies comparing patients in the 

GA/IS versus CS/NIS. In the study by Jumaa looking at IS versus NIS receiving IAMT, the average 

baseline time from symptom onset to IAMT was significantly longer for patients under CS when 

compared to patients in the IS and this result was statistically significant [21].
 
Abou-Chebl and 

colleagues found that the timings for patients undergoing GA and CS were almost identical [19]. The 

perception is that the time delays associated with GA are longer than those associated with CS but the 

results from the 2 studies that identified and measured significant time points suggests otherwise [18]. 

Brekenfeld measured the specific time point from cerebral imaging to the first angiographic run and 

found the median difference to be only 15 minutes [20]. Outside of the anecdotal evidence provided by 

Brekenfeld et al, the measured time points in the above studies are very general and the true impact of 

time delays from GS and CS can only be better assessed by looking at specific time points e.g. time 

from decision to undertake IAMT to arterial puncture in future studies.  

There is mixed evidence regarding the oft-held notion that CS is preferable to GA from a time 

perspective. Anecdotal studies suggest a small increase in time delay with the use of GA but larger 

studies are inconclusive as specific time points are not specified or analysed.   

3.2.5 Airway protection 

General anaesthesia: 

GA is a loss of consciousness induced by anaesthetic agents and patients under GA are not arousable 

even when stimulated by pain. Ventilatory function is often impaired during this period and assistance 

is required to protect the airway and prevent pulmonary aspiration [26]. All patients undergoing GA 

need definitive airway management most commonly achieved via endotracheal intubation or by the use 

of a laryngeal mask airway [16]. GA and its associated airway management protocols ensure airway 

protection and obviate the need for emergency conversion to GA. In acute stroke patients undergoing 
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IAMT this prevents pulmonary aspiration and prevents the associated time delays and peri-procedural 

risk of emergency conversion to GA.  

Conscious sedation: 

CS is a state of depressed consciousness that can be induced by a variety of anaesthetic agents. Patients 

under CS are able to respond purposely to verbal commands and/or tactile stimulation. Interventions to 

maintain airway patency and adequate ventilation are generally not required however there is the 

potential for upper airway obstruction [26]. There are a variety of sedation regimens available
 
and CS 

can be achieved using 1 or more agents: Ketamine, Propofol, Fentanyl, Midazolam and 

Dexmedetomidine [21, 30]. Dexmedetomidine is a more recently approved agent that enables sedation 

whilst minimizing the risk of respiratory depression and haemodynamic complications. The impact of 

dexmedetomidine on outcomes after IAMT for AIS needs ongoing research [16, 29-30]. There are 3 

major concerns with the use of CS and airway protection in the acute stroke patient: 

Patients are unlikely to be have been adequately fasted which places them at high risk of pulmonary 

aspiration
 
and most patients with large cerebral artery occlusion have a degree of dysphagia and may 

be unable to protect their airway after stroke [31-32].
 
The urgent need for conversion to GA increases 

the risk of patient injury from endovascular devices, hypoxia and aspiration and would increase the 

time to recanalisation [16, 18, 33]. 

 

There is a paucity of information in the literature on the rates of conversion to GA from CS in patients 

undergoing IAMT for the treatment of AIS.. The retrospective multicentre trial by Abou-Chebl did not 

examine the conversion rates and outcomes of patient who required emergent conversion from CS to 

GA for airway compromise [19]. The prospective cohort study by Jumaa et al identified 2 patients out 

of 73 that required acute conversion to GA but their outcomes were not documented and this parameter 

was not analyzed statistically. Jumaa did note that being intubated was associated with a statistically 

significant longer stay in intensive care units and a trend towards increased rates of tracheostomy [21].
 
  

The lack of airway protection in the acute stroke patient afforded by CS coupled with the potentially 

negative sequelae of emergency intubation makes the use of GA a safer option from a patient 

perspective in the treatment of AIS by IAMT. 

 

3.2.6 Alteration of haemodynamic parameters 

General anaesthesia: 

The ischaemic penumbra has been shown to be sensitive to variations in blood pressure [34].
 
Wide 

fluctuations in blood pressure during the first 3 hours of stroke is associated with an increased risk of 

death at 90 days [35]. The induction of GA can cause significant alterations in haemodynamic 

parameters and cerebral perfusion pressures. Studies have shown that immediate post-induction 

hypotension is predicted by the use of propofol, increasing induction dosages of fentanyl, patients aged 

greater than 50 and baseline hypotension defined as a systolic blood pressure (SBP) < 70 [36].
 
 

A number of anaesthetic agents have been found to have a varying effect on cerebral blood flow by 

altering cerebral metabolism, increasing intra-cranial pressure (ICP) and decreasing mean arterial 

pressure (MAP) either alone or in combination with each other [16,19]. Several anaesthetic gases are 

thought to exhibit the reverse ‘Robin Hood’ Syndrome where abnormal cerebral vasodilation results in 

blood flow being ‘stolen’ from areas of need and being diverted to areas of ‘less need’ [37].
 

Laryngoscopy can cause a rapid increase in blood pressure which can increase ICP thereby reducing 

cerebral blood flow but fentanyl has been shown to decrease this exaggerated hemodynamic response 

[38].
 
Whilst the properties of these anaesthetic agents is relatively well studied, the specific effect of 

this alteration on cerebral blood flow in the setting of IAMT for AIS is unknown and has not been 

analysed in the literature [19]. Jumaa et al and Abou-Chebl et al both postulate that the negative 

clinical outcomes associated with the use of GA could be due to hypotension encountered during GA 

induction but both groups acknowledge that these parameters were not assessed in their respective 

studies [19, 21]. Menon and Davis recently conducted a retrospective analysis of the peri-procedural 

anaesthetic factors that impact on clinical outcomes in AIS patients undergoing IAMT. They suggested 

there was a poorer outcome in patients undergoing GA because of lower peri-procedural blood 

pressures [22]. There is certainly a clear risk of hypotension and abnormal cerebral auto-regulation on 

GA induction. This could result in the rapid loss of ischaemic penumbra with subsequent negative 

outcomes but this link requires further elucidation. 
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Conscious sedation: 

The goal of CS is to alleviate patient discomfort, ensuring the patient remains stationary whilst 

avoiding the risks associated with GA [30]. There is the additional benefit of still being able to reduce 

patient sedation to assess neurological status [39].
 
Common regimens for CS have minimal effect on 

haemodynamics but there must be close monitoring of airway patency and respiratory depression 

especially if opioids are being used [30].
 
The study by Menon et al found that lower blood pressures 

were associated with worse outcomes in patients undergoing CS or GA and the mean SBP in patients 

undergoing CS was 135 mmHg compared with 104 mm Hg in patients with GA [22].  

 

Given the known effect of general anaesthetic agents on blood pressure and the association of early 

fluctuations and lower peri-procedural blood pressures with negative clinical outcomes, CS is 

preferable to GA. 

 

4. Conclusion:  

Although data from randomized controlled trials are lacking, observational studies have shown poorer 

outcomes in patients treated by intra-arterial mechanical thrombectomy under general anaesthesia. We 

believe that it is reasonable to offer conscious sedation in a significant proportion of cases whereby 

patient factors such as agitation are lacking. 
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